Automotive Fuel Tank Market

Description: The range of a vehicle has become a vital consideration for car buyers, especially those consumers who drive outside the city confines regularly. The 2016 Grand Cherokee features a 93-liter fuel tank that has a potential range of over 1200 km. Most consumers, in addition to higher fuel-efficiency figures, are now demanding bigger fuel tanks in order to increase the range. A high range reduces visits to the gas station and consumers today prefer this. Manufacturers are rapidly increasing the fuel tank size of their cars. The automotive fuel tank market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 7.68% during 2017-2022, to a market size of USD 16.26 billion by the year 2020.

Recovery of the automotive industry to boost fuel tank sales!

The global production of passenger cars alone increased from 40.1 million in 2001 to 68.53 million in 2015, and that of overall motor vehicles was around 90.7 million in 2015. These numbers clearly indicate the growing automotive industry. Subsequently, the EPA policies and stringent CAFE regulations forced the automotive manufacturers to reduce the weight of the vehicles to reduce emissions and fuel consumptions, which in turn is driving the market for automotive fuel tank market.

Global Automotive Production Statistics, 2010-2015 (in million units)

Technologies from the aviation sector like the self-sealing fuel tank technology are slowly seeping into the automotive sector. In the case of leakage, the fuel goes into the layers and this causes the layers to swell and the damaged part to repair itself. The new Range Rover Sentinel features this technology that is expected to slowly feature in automobiles of the future.

The maximum rate of growth will be seen in the 45l-70l capacity tanks, on account of upsizing of the fuel tank capacities in 4-wheelers. The up to 45 l capacity fuel tanks cover the 2-wheeler market and the budget hatchbacks, especially in the emerging markets. In the developing nations, small hatchbacks feature small engines and fuel tanks with a capacity below 45 liters. One of the largest selling hatchbacks in the world, the Maruti Suzuki Alto 800, features a fuel tank of just 35 liters. Also, a majority of the 2-wheelers on sale in the emerging markets feature fuel tanks below the capacity of 15 liters. The up to 45-liter fuel tank capacity market forms a very sizeable category in the emerging countries.

The Asia-Pacific region, despite sluggish growth in the Chinese market, (the largest automobile market in the world), is expected to lead the growth in the automotive fuel tank market. Europe is forecasted to be one of the fastest growing markets in the above 70-liter fuel tank capacity, as all the heavy commercial vehicles feature fuel tanks above 70 liters and their sales are expected to grow significantly over the forecast period.

Some of the key players in the market are:

Magna International
Plastic Omnium Group
TI Automotive
Unipres Corporation?
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